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 The journey begins with tattoo anthropologist Dr Lars Krutak's first encounter with the last
Kalinga tattoo artist, the 91-year-outdated Whang-Od, and is accompanied by the moving poetry
and music of tattooed Kalinga author and elder Natividad Sugguiyao. This is a photographic
masterpiece that explores the vanishing art of Kalinga tribal tattooing in the remote mountains
of the northern Philippines. Combining the visionary talents of several international
photographers and what and stories of almost fifty Kalinga elders, Kalinga Tattoo is the first book
to inform the story of the incredibly rich custom of indigenous body artwork that is believed to
be 1,000 yrs . old. Whether through hand-tapping, hand-poking, or machined function, the
Tribe's dedication to "The Movement" has led to the revitalisation of timeworn tribal styles with
new design ideas that are starting to approach the longstanding accomplishments of Polynesian
artists who guided the tattoo renaissance across the Pacific in the first 1980s.Text in English &
German. Sugguiyao's narratives provide an insider's perspective concerning the history and need
for Kalinga batok (tattoo), and they establish new ways of reading the communications encoded
in this historic art form of the skin. Krutak, who resided with the get better at artisan for nearly
fourteen days, exposes for the very first time in history the biography of this unique female who
for over seventy years offers plied the skins of countless generations of Kalinga men and women
with thorns and other natural equipment. For Krutak and Sugguiyao, the Tribe represents the
most effective of contemporary tribal tattoo tradition because they dynamically express the
enduring strength of time-examined indelible traditions that firmly anchor indigenous and
modern concepts of identity on your skin for all to observe. Lars' detailed study into the
significance of Kalinga tattooing proceeds with an illustrated conversation of the creative motifs
that comprise Kalinga tattoo artwork. This chapter, "Kalinga Tattooing Motifs" is an complete
must read for anybody seeking understanding (spiritual or elsewhere) of the real roots of tribal
tattooing practices which are largely disappearing around the world today. Because warrior
lifestyle, headhunting, and religious ritual permeated just about any facet of Kalinga tattooing
practice, "Warrior Tradition of the Kalinga" targets these customs. Krutak recounts his
encounters with Kalinga warriors (older and brand-new) and breathes existence into long-
forgotten Kalinga literature revolving around individual sacrifice and other ceremonies
associated with the human hunt. The type of the research is excellent and wonderfully detailed,
and the words (and actions) of his Kalinga informants are really unforgettable. What follows
these texts is a remarkably gorgeous photographic exhibition of the last generation of Kalinga
warriors in vivid colour who earned their tattoos on the field of fight. "The Last Kalinga Tattoo
Artist" talks about the life and work of Whang-Od, the last Kalinga mambabatok or tattooist, who
dedicated her life to the art of her ancestors. Krutak continues with an traditional exploration
entitled "Background of Kalinga Tattoo Artwork" that focuses on those cultural institutions which
were deeply intertwined with Kalinga tattooing itself. Finally, "Tag of the Four Waves Tribe"
documents the creative achievements of a growing number of young Filipino-Americans who
since 1998 have each produced a conscious individual effort to revive the indigenous tattooing
traditions of the Kalinga and additional tribal peoples of the Philippines. Here's a uncommon
trove of tattoo motifs, variations and interpretations which can reveal brand-new perspectives
for each and every interested tattooist. Dramatic images of tattooed women and men taken over



the last a century and colourful village scenes and landscapes accentuate the chapter.
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A Work of Art about Artwork I'll admit this publication has a hefty price, however if you're really
interested in the subject matter or planning to get some good Filipino tattoos yourself then I
recommend it.The delivery was great and the book came sealed in plastic material when I
acquired it.. There tons of full color top quality photos alongside a lot of good educational
content material throughout. Again this publication will probably be worth the money if you are
truly focused on the subject matter. If you are going to obtain tattoos like these, be smart and
study what all of them are about first! I look forward to passing this book on to the generations
after me. For just about any Filipino/Polynesian Tattoo history buff. I'd provide this a MILLION
Celebrities easily could! The only reason why I provide it a 4 rather than 5 star is due to the
cost.it inspires her and her schools, being authentic and serious Kalinga Tattoo Culture Lars
Krutak and the photographers documenting the tattoo tradition of the Kalinga people have done
an amazing job of providing a rich and "thick" explanation of this practice. This could easily be
used as a textbook and can make a great coffee table book. MUST OWN ! ! !. The book is
stunningly beautiful--loaded with cultural stories and tattoo practices that are disappearing.! One
of the best tribal tattoo traditions I've read/looked at in some time! Another beautiful expression
of tribal tattoos! Very informative book! I'll say this is probably the most informative books in the
marketplace regarding Filipino tribal tattoos.. I bought this reserve 2 and half years ago for
132.27 on Amazon. Worth the money Beautifully written. I was hesitant about spending this
much on a publication, but once I saw it, I had not been disappointed. The web pages are thick
and made of good quality, durable paper. I recommend it. A very inspiring book. Amazing photos
throughout. We highly recommend it. An extremely inspiring and beautyfull work I gave the
publication to my daughter, who's a tattooist.. The real book is quite nicely come up with with
quality web pages and a solid hard cover, just as other coffee table or tattoo gallery books are
made. this reserve is for you personally!! Kudos to Lars and the team that put it together.
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